
Diamond Alignment is a very powerful way to create changes in your life  
and to bring your Higher Heart’s desires and visions into reality.

1. Write down your intention on the back of the “Diamond-charged” Intention Cards to 
physically anchor and “Diamondize” your intention. “Diamondizing” your intention brings it into 
alignment with your highest Diamond potential to accelerate its manifestation. It works best to 
place each intention on a separate card.

2. Review your intention cards once a week and record even the smallest changes related 
to your intention (which will include the clearing of that which is not in alignment with your 
highest potential and/or that which is limiting your capacity to receive your Higher Heart’s 
desire). Do not be concerned if old limited patterns and thoughts show up first. They are 
simply emptying from your energy field to make space for the new unlimited possibilities.

3. Stay in the Spirit of Gratitude and Appreciation and acknowledge even the smallest signs 
of the manifestation of your intention. This will increase your awareness of the Magic and 
Miracles that are occurring during the Manifestation process and your ability to receive them.

4. Power-boost your Diamond Manifestation by consistently doing the online 6-minute 
Diamond Alignment Activations daily (twice a day is optimum) to:

♦ Maintain Alignment with your Diamond Self (Intentions manifest much more quickly and 
for your highest good when you are in this Alignment)

♦ Re-state your Unequivocal “YES” to your highest potential

♦ Expand your openness to receive what you desire

Place your Intention Card in front of your computer when you log on … “see” your intention 
inside the Diamond during your Activation … and declare: “I am open to receive my Heart’s 
desire and celebrate that it is so.”

Placing your intention card in front of an activated Diamond printed image (available in the 
Diamond store) is another way to super-charge the Diamond Energy’s flow directly into your written 
intention until it has manifested.

Note: In the Diamond Manifestation process, the benevolent power of the Diamond gently and gracefully 
brings your intention into Alignment with your Diamond Self, clears what has limited you in the past, 
and magnetizes what you need to manifest your desire. When there is much to release or your intention is 
large, it may take a little longer to fully manifest your intention.

Your intention may also be altered a bit as it comes into Alignment with your Soul. Be patient and 
compassionate with yourself in this process and KNOW that you will definitely manifest what serves the 
highest Diamond Potential of your Soul.

*“Fine” felt pens and certain ballpoint pens work best on these high-quality cards.

Intention Cards also bring Diamond Enegy into your car, office, home, etc. – they will stand up freely 
when folded vertically. 
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